Purpose:
The student will identify the meaning of words.

Description:
Multiple Meaning Bugs

Materials:
1. Bug work board (copy 5 times on card stock, laminate, and cut out)
2. Multiple meaning word cards (copy and laminate)
3. Word definition cards (copy and laminate)
4. Multiple Meaning Bugs student sheet
5. Pencil

Procedure/Steps:
1. Place bug work board, word cards, and definition cards at the center.
2. The student places the word cards on the head position on the work boards. Matches the definition cards to word cards by placing on the work boards to complete the bug’s body.
3. Selects two words and definitions from the work boards and records the words on the student sheet.

Evaluation of Effectiveness:
Compare vocabulary data before and after the intervention.

Sources:
www.fcrr.org Pages: V.014.AM1, V.014.AM2, V.014.AM3a, V.014.AM3b, and V.014.SS